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Dateline Mexico

byCarlosCota

The 'Dorian Gray' economic Pact

ternational reserves at

The Salinas government seems to think it can keep the Economic
Stability Pact sinning against the economy for ever.
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18-20%, and an internal interest rate
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edly denied the new loans, which are
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new funds have not even reached 20%.
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1989, and then to April 1990.
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circles which are insisting that Mexico
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change rates-so as to shrink infla
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Interest rates have entered into the
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sudden death would occur when his
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Mexican government by Halloween.
Oct. 31 came and went, and the witch

debt.

The Salinas government has com
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say they still have one more card up

The government's economic wiz

grown shabby indeed, but it seems to

Mexican foreign trade has hit its
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The Brady Plan (the "successful
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renegotiation") has proven a fiasco.
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